360                                        NOTES.
NOTE E, Art. 250. Heterogeneous ellipsoid. When the attracted point P lies within the substance of the ellipsoid, a little more explanation may be added. Through P we describe an ellipsoid similar to the external surface of the given body. Let it be defined })jm=n as in Art. 241. The potential of the inner portion at P is
dm2 f"du(l-m*)*~l(itf (0        J*i
Now X satisfies -* ~. +&c.ssl (Art. 204) and since P lies on the ellipsoid (n), n a + X
-— +&c.=l.   It follows that X=0 and therefore, since X=X1m2, X^O (Art. 249).
Next consider the shell outside the ellipsoid (n). As explained in Art. 240, we put Xi=0 and integrate from w2=ft2 to 7?&2=1. We have therefore
F2=S (\dm* r du (1 -m2)*""1 (m2 -1 +R)nF (u).
[i        /"°° Adding V1 and F2 we have          F=S I   dm? I    du [&o.].
The order of the integrations may evidently be reversed, and the argument may be continued as in Art. 250, and in the result we have X=0.
NOTE F, Art. 264. Other laws of force. When the law of force is the inverse /cth power of the distance we require the expansion of 1/JR*"1. There are two ways of extending Legendre's series.
First we may continue to make the expansion in powers of h and put
If K- 1 is an odd integer, say equal to 2?ra + l, we have
Qn== ______ pm4
If K -1 is an even integer, say equal to 2w+2, we have
where jp= cos 6.   The four most important theorems relating to the function Qn are given in Art. 282, Ex. 3.
Secondly, we may retain Legendre's functions of p as the coefficients, but cease to expand in powers of h.   We then have when K is even and greater than 2
=2P hn n
There is a similar expansion when K is odd and >1, except that Pn is replaced by sin (w + l)0/sin0 and that the coefficients of the function $(h) are different.
The function $(h) is an integral rational function of h containing only even powers, the highest being hK~4'. Thus the function does not increase in complexity as n increases, but has always the same number of terms.
When the body considered is a thin spherical surface or a circular ring, h is the ratio of the radius to the distance of the attracted particle. Thus \f/ (h) is constant for an- integration over the surface of any portion of a sphere or along the circumference of the ring.
When the law of force is the inverse fourth power *=4 and when the law is the inverse sixth, K=6, and

